PROPOSED MUSLIM PLATFORM FOR 2004
(MHM TALKING POINTS - ROUGH DRAFT 3/8/04)

During this election year, Muslim Americans believe that all Americans need to think through and debate
the following issues away from stereotyping and the 30-second sound bytes. It is the duty of all of us to
actively participate in this debate, and to get other social, religious, and political organizations to join in.
ECONOMY
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Balance the budget and eliminate the deficit.
Pay down the national debt.
Reduce the size of government.
Reduce dependence on Middle East oil.
Promote affordable health insurance while maintaining quality of health services.
Recognize the impact of domestic and foreign policies on the economy.

LEGAL SYSTEM & HOMELAND SECURITY
I.

2.
3.
4.

5.

?

7.
8.
9.

Identify and debate the costs of the current approach to homeland security.
Do not kill the economy in the name of homeland security.
Abolish laws that encroach on civil liberties. Long term, these laws will put an end to the American
dream as we all knew it. Now it is the Muslims or the Arabs, in the future it will be someone else.
Abolish the mentality that came up with the idea that the mailman, or the plumber, or the electrician
can be a homeland security asset. This is exactly what the KGB did (and still do) in Russia. Is that
what we want long term?
Rethink immigration policies, quotas, etc.
Hold elected officials accountable for their actions to the same extent that we hold private sector
leaders accountable for their actions.
Discourage aggressive prosecuting of suspects based on witnesses with faulty backgrounds.
Rethink the prison system. It is very expensive, and it ends by generating more criminals.
Rethink basic training of police and law enforcement personnel as required to de-emphasize the need
for heavy reliance on excessive force. Abolish the go get them mentality that promotes police brutality
and misconduct.

SOCIAL & RELIGIOUS ISSUES
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Religious groups need to become more active in economic, political, and social issues.
Allow abortion when the health of the mother is at issue.
Outlaw abortion as a method of birth control.
Encourage the traditional family.
Discourage having children outside of wedlock.
Discourage homosexual relationships.
Teach children that the only acceptable sex is through marriage.
Bring religion to public schools.

AMERICAN - ISLAMIC RELATIONS
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Abolish the faulty Middle East policy of the past century.
Democrats and Republicans need to share the blame for the failure of our Middle East policy, and need
to assume responsibility for the damage done to the country as a result of 9/11.
Recognize that the seeds for 9/11 were planted in 1948.
Don't forget that the thought process that produced 9/11 was created by the inept performance of the
corrupt Arab governments of the Middle East.
Do not make Fundamental Islam the enemy. It will not work long term, and there is no need for it.

6.

"Fundamental Islam", "Muslim Extremists", and "Islamists" are all homegrown terms that do not
serve a useful purpose. Don't get sucked into stereotyping.
7. Stop the support and the use of the corrupt regimes of the Middle East to achieve narrow-minded
policy goals. It is time for these people to go. The sooner the better.
8. Attempt to understand Islamic movements in the area, and start supporting Islamic groups including
Mr. Ben Laden and his associates.
~. While I am personally very negative with regard to Mr. Busch, I think if he is sincere in his desire to
change the Middle East, we can work with him in that regard. It means he will have to make a 180degree turn, but it can be done.
lO. A resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict needs to be based on recognizing and correcting the
harm that was done to the Palestinians since 1948.
11. Good foreign policy means less worry about homeland security, and better environment for a strong
economy. Does anyone know what is the financial impact of 911I on the country?
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Nihad Awad
From:
To:

<Maad4congress@aol.com>
<BashaDiagnostics@aol.com>; <nawad@cair-net.org>; <Mas4freedom@aol.com>;
<Tonajeeali@aol.com>; <aghaksaeed@yahoo.com>
Thursday, April 22, 2004 2:19 PM
Presidential Outreach Committee conference call tonight

Sent:
Subject:

AMT - Presidential Outreach Committee Conference Call Info
Committee Members, Schedule, Call-in Numbers, Agenda
Presidential Outreach Committee

Dr. Yahya Basha
Mr. Najeeali
Mr. Nihad Awad
Me Medhi Bray
Mr. Maad Abu-Ghazlah
Dr.0Agha
Saeed
J.
DATE: Thursday, April 22, 2004
TIME: Please note regional variations
10: 00 PM EST
9:.00 PM CST
7:00 PM PST
Dial-in Number: 1-702-835-5000
A~cess Code: 2529858
Agenda
1.'
r-.

i-

Report back re contacts with Presidential Candidates
'

2.

Report back re contacts with DNC and RNC

3.

Discussion of the proposed meeting with Nader, Camejo, Nolan / Russo.

4.

Open
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·AiVIT Teleconference;
,~7e;dnesday, March 31 -

10: 00

PM EST

.,'

:.DearAll,
By now many folks have confirmed their availability for AMT Teleconference on
wed., March 31, therefore, unless I hear from the rest of you otherwise, I vV1LL
set up a teleconference for v\Ted., March 31 at 10: 00 PM EST.
Here is the agenda for your perusal and approval.
1.

Review, discussion and adoption of the ~A...:.\1'TElection Plan
Implementation Agenda (detailed below).

2. AlVIT Election Convention: Subject to agreement with the ISNA Board, this

convention could be held during the ISNA Convention with or ""ithout a
formal affiliation with the ISKA Convention.
1
.·:'\~i·
1\ > {tt ,',' /}LM/ur ~'/J
Expand AMT to include
Muslim women's organizations
.;. -~
American Muslim Societv / Council for Good Government
Latino, Bosman, Chinese Muslim Groups.

4.

-

.

r

-',

J

4;. Date and time for the next teleconference. Also date, time and place for the
next face-to-face meeting.
AM'f Election Plan Implementation Schedule:
3i31/04: Set up a high profile Presidential Contact Committee (PCC)with
" the express and exclusive task of opening dialogue with Kerry, Bush, Nader
. '(Independent), Camejo (Green), and Nolan (Libertarian). Among other
'.: . things, use support from other three parties to access and open dialogue with
:···i;':'Kerryand Bush. PCC should be authorized to involve small, unaffiliated,
':.:community groups in fundraising for one or more candidates to engage them
...,,'in meaningful dialogue.
,.,'.

-.:~3/3:1/04: Set up another, separate, 'Key States Strategy Committee' to
. organize Muslim voters to playa noticeable role in the key states of Ohio,
Michigan, Florida, Pennsylvania, Texas, Wisconsin, New York and California.
~

-

4/04: Make arrangements to appear before and make presentations to the
'. platform committees of Democratic, Republican, Green and Libertarian
" Parties.
- ,
5/04 - 8/04: Hold hospitality suites at Democratic, Republican, Green and
Libertarian Party Conventions.
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3/si/04: Set up another, separate,

'Key States Strategy Committee' to organize Muslim

, :yot:et"S: to playa noticeable role in the key states of Ohio, Michigan, Florida, Pennsylvania,
':....Te1f1!Sf.Wisconsin,New York and California.

-:·\;4f.'Q;f: Make arrangements to appear before and make presentations to the platform
S9,nimittees of Democratic, Republican, Green and Libertarian Parties.
", a -'

~

i :.

,.

- '!S/04:'" 8/04: Hold hospitality suites at Democratic, Republican, Green and Libertarian
.Party Conventions.
-. -9/04: Hold AMT Election Convention during the ISNA Convention. Bring together all
~:relevant American Muslim groups to build a genuine national consensus. INVITE ALL
PRESIDEl'."'TIAL CANDIDATES TO SPEAK AT THIS CONVENTION.
- "9/04: Hold a month-long .AMT-Sponsored US-\'\'ide voter registration, education and
mobilization drive; set-up Get-Out-To-Vote Committees in relevant district of key states.
.:

'J'

~-. .

. -:"",

- _..~ql.:~4:
Hold

an }\.MTmeeting to decide: a) Whether or not to endorse any presidential
. 'caniiidates; and b) to endorse friendly congressional, senatorial and gubernatorial
,,\~n;t~®tes from all parties. [Alternately, this meeting could be combined with the AMT
, .~~v.~ntion in September].
, •~~••.••
' •.I
"',

'"

I

•

- _~/~~ ~12/04: Issue an AMT Election Advisory to the community at least once a month.

:.End~
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3/31/2004

January 26, 2004

The Honorable George \V. Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20002
. Dear President Bush:
We, the undersigned leaders of Muslim- and Arab-American organizations across
the United States, write to express our views on civil liberties in America today. During
your campaign for President, our members were inspired by your words and we
mobilized our community for your support. Based 011 your record, we would have been
remiss to do otherwise a.•nd
. had high hopes for the direction your Administration was
go.ng to lead our country in tae arena of civil Iiberties .
. . . More and more, new immigrants, often Arab or Muslim immigrants,
face deportation or even imprisonment based on evidence they've never
seen and never been able to dispute, That's not the American way. Here,
too, the security of our country and of our people is of course the foremost
consideration. Yet that doesn't justify a disregard for fairness. dignity, or
civil rights ....
GO\"eT.l0r George W. Bush's Record of Inclusion

~L .:

.,

',"',-

Arab Americans are racially profiled on what's called 'secret evidence:
People are stopped. And "He got to do something about tnat ....
And as
we become a diverse society, we're going to have to deal with it more and
more.
Second Presidential Debate, October 20, 2000

As Muslims committed to principles of fairness, social justice and playing by the
rules, we were very pleased to hear these words from a leading Presidential aspirant, In
crucial swing states where we have substantial numbers of voters, \\'e amplified our
support for you. Following your inauguration, we patiently waited for the day to hear
directly from you, and many of our leaders flew to Washington to meet you at the White
House. But on that fateful day, September 11, 2001, the nation changed, not for the
better, but with the horrific news. Sadly, any chance to revive your own stated policy,
died.
Until now: Mr. President, you nave a unique opportunity to undo the damage
done to the Muslim community in the realm of civil liberties. The prosecution of various
legal cases has shown everything but what we understood was promised. The pattern
seen in these cases all over the country of perceived selective prosecution of Muslims,
.ntimidation of judges into denying bail regardless of mitigating circumstances and
rmpairing the ability of prosecutors to plea bargain makes our community's choice in
:.:.'

,

November quite easy. This issue of civil liberties is pivotal on whether or not the
community's institutions will be activated in the direction they were in the 2000 election,
What
whereby the
. cempromising
necessary is

can be done to mitigate the impact of these cases? vYe offer a compromise
civil rights and cue process of the accused can be upheld without
national security or the criminal justice system, Denying bail where not
firs: and foremost only counter-productive on judicial efficiency and
criscretion. In all era where a Defendant's presence at trial can be guaranteed by
electronic monitoring or high-dollar bonds, there is no reason to deny bail to one not
deemed a threat to society. Furthermore, it also sends a sour note to the community when
those accused of child molesting, corporate fraud, murder and other serious felonies are
freed into the community and even given travel rights, while those on benign charges and
with every incentive to clear their reputation must languish behind bars simply because of
their national origin and religion.

Muslims and Arabs who have succeeded in the American Dream live in constant
fe':h-that the slightest mistake or appearance of impropriety cell have a devastating impact
0:1 their career <Lid liberty. Comments or acts that any other American would explain
away or be dealt with civilly or with a slap on the wrist instead mean legal bills,
incarceration, humiliation and financial ruin for Muslims and Arabs. Living precariously
like this is precisely what many Muslim- and Arab-Americans thought they left behind
~~1i~11
they carne to •.\rneri~a. Those who have run charities, trying to help and playing by
t:n~,.ru1eS. find their assets frozen, their livelihood taken away and the humanitarian work
~ey originally sought to accomplish being Jeft unfinished due to over-zealous
gqve:rnment agents.
, .....

Mr. President, we write this in the spirit of reopening a dialogue that began in
earnest in the Texas Governor's Mansion in 1999 and effectively ended on September 11,
2001. While your statements on Islam as a religion of peace have saved many lives, they
have done little to curb actions that are exercised by and through your plenary power.
Numercus cases, investigations, leaks, media stones and actions brought by agents and
officials who have succeeded in manipulating your Administration have brought mistrust
~d agony to Muslim- and Arab-Americans. As you said, the. security of our Nation is
paramount. But these actions have not made America safer, and need your immediate
attention. We look forward to your response.
Sincerely,
~;.,
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NihadAwad
From: '
To;
Sent:
Subject:

"Dr. Agha Saeed" <aghaksaeed@yahoo.com:>
''T askforce20Q4" oCtaskforce2004@yehoogroups.com>
Tuesday, March 30, 2004 7:30 AM
[Taskforce2004] AMT Wed Marcr, 3', Conference Ca!l- Numbers. Agenda

Date, Time, Numbers, Agenda
DATE~ Wednesday,

March 31,2004

TI:\1E: Please Note Regional Variations
7:00:00 P:Nf PST
.'ti
.
9iOU:OO .PM CST
10:00:00 Pl\1 EST
~~I ,,,.

mAl.
IN NUMBER: 1-415-321-2000
5r' ~ ;:..
AC<:ESS CODE: 2529858
"r ~.

Agenda.:
1. Review, discussion and adoption of the AMT Election Plan Implementation
~'}/;.:

Agenda

(detailed below).
1.:-' \

2. AiVff Election Convention: Subject to agreement with the ISNA Board, this convention
;-:\ could be held during the ISNA Convention with or without a formal affiliation with the
'. ISNA Convention.
)., Expand AMT to include
~;~~\:,.' ~"'l\'Iu$lim women's organizations
. '~:~".- "American Muslim Society / Council for Good Government
~'.r',-...~ :.' L·atmo, Bosruan.
.
Chiinese 1<{
··\i:''--h us I'im Groups,
\. (:~ <. .~" !.~~:.'0:
J

( ~~{::~'

~·<·'·3/3·1j04:Set up a high profile Presidential Contact Committee (pee) with the express and
::exclusive task of opening dialogue with Kerry, Bush, Nader (Independent), Camejo (Green),
. : 'and Nolan (Libertarian). Among other things, use support from other three parties to
access and open dialogue with KelTY and Bush. PCC should be authorized to involve small;
; -unafffliated, community groups in fundraising for one or more candidates to engage them
':;in meaningful dialogue.

";,<'

r

I,

3/31/2004

9/p4: Hold AMT Election Convention during the ISNA Convention. Bring
together all relevant American Muslim groups to build a genuine national
consensus. INVITE ALL PRESIDENTLtU. CA..~DIDATES TO SPEAK AT
THIS CONVENTION.
9 j04: Hold a month-long AMT-8ponsored US-v:ide voter registration,
education and mobilization drive; set-up Get-Out-To-Vote Committees in
.relevant district of key states.
-).Q! 04: Hold an AMY meeting to decide: a) Whether or not to endorse any

presidential candidates; and b) to endorse friendly congressional, senatorial
'and gubernatorial candidates from all parties. [Alternately, this meeting could
be, combined with the A.,.,vlTConvention in September].
- ' 4/04 - 12/04: Issue an ANIT Election Advisory to the community at least
once a month.
-End-

"

January 26,2004

The Honorable George W. Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20002
Dear President Bush:
We, the undersigned leaders of Muslim- and Arab-American organizations across
the United States, write to express our views on civil liberties in America today. During
your campaign for President, our members were inspired by your words and we
mobilized our community for your support. Based on your record, we would have been
remiss to do otherwise and had high hopes for the direction your Administration was
going to lead our country in the arena of civil liberties.
. . . More and more, new immigrants, often Arab or Muslim immigrants,
face deportation or even imprisonment based on evidence they've never
seen and never been able to dispute. That's not the American way. Here,
too, the security of our country and of our people is of course the foremost
consideration. Yet that doesn't justify a disregard for fairness, dignity, or
civil rights ....
Governor George W. Bush's Record of Inclusion

'I

.d:

Arab Americans are racially profiled on what's called 'secret evidence.'
People are stopped. And we got to do something about that .... And as
we become a diverse society, we're going to have to deal with it more and
more .
Second Presidential Debate, October 20, 2000

As Muslims committed to principles of fairness, social justice and playing by the
rules, we were very pleased to hear these words from a leading Presidential aspirant. In
crucial swing states where we have substantial numbers of voters, we amplified our
support for you. Following your inauguration, we patiently waited for the day to hear
directly from you, and many of our leaders flew to Washington to meet you at the White
House. But on that fateful day, September 11, 2001, the nation changed, not for the
better, but with the horrific news. Sadly, any chance to revive your own stated policy,
died.
Until now. Mr. President, you have a unique opportunity to undo the damage
done to the Muslim community in the realm of civil liberties. The prosecution of various
legal cases has shown everything but what we understood was promised. The pattern
seen in these cases all over the country of perceived selective prosecution of Muslims,
intimidation of judges into denying bail regardless of mitigating circumstances and
impairing the ability of prosecutors to plea bargain makes our community's choice in

ovember quite easy. This issue of civil liberties is pivotal on whether or not the
community's institutions will be activated in the direction they were in the 2000 election.
What can be done to mitigate the impact of these cases? We offer a compromise
whereby the civil rights and due process of the accused can be upheld without
compromising national security or the criminal justice system. Denying bail where not
necessary is first and foremost only counter-productive on judicial efficiency and
discretion.
In an era where a Defendant's presence at trial can be guaranteed by
electronic monitoring or high-dollar bonds, there is no reason to deny bail to one not
deemed a threat to society. Furthermore, it also sends a sour note to the community when
those accused of child molesting, corporate fraud, murder and other serious felonies are
freed into the community and even given travel rights, while those on benign charges and
with every incentive to clear their reputation must languish behind bars simply because of
their national origin and religion.
Muslims and Arabs who have succeeded in the American Dream live in constant
fear that the slightest mistake or appearance of impropriety can have a devastating impact
on their career and liberty. Comments or acts that any other American would explain
away or be dealt with civilly or with a slap on the wrist instead mean legal bills,
incarceration, humiliation and financial ruin for Muslims and Arabs. Living precariously
like this is precisely what many Muslim- and Arab-Americans thought they left behind
when they came to America. Those who have run charities, trying to help and playing by
the .rules, find their assets frozen, their livelihood taken away and the humanitarian work
they originally sought to accomplish being left unfinished due to over-zealous
government agents.
Mr. President, we write this in the spirit of reopening a dialogue that began in
earnest in the Texas Governor's Mansion in 1999 and effectively ended on September 11,
2001. While your statements on Islam as a religion of peace have saved many lives, they
have done little to curb actions that are exercised by and through your plenary power.
Numerous cases, investigations, leaks, media stories and actions brought by agents and
officials who have succeeded in manipulating your Administration have brought mistrust
arid agony to Muslim- and Arab-Americans. As you said, the security of our Nation is
paramount. But these actions have not made America safer, and need your immediate
attention. We look forward to your response.
Sincerely,
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Nihad Awad
"Dr. Agha Saeed" <aghaksaeed@yahoo.com>
"Taskforce2004" <taskforce2004@yahoogroups.com>
Tuesday, March 30, 2004 7:30 AM
[Taskforce2004] AMT Wed March 31 Conference Call - Numbers, Agenda

From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

AMT Wed March 31 Conference Call Info
Date, Time, Numbers, Agenda
DATE: Wednesday,

March 31, 2004

TIME: Please Note Regional Variations
7:00:00 PM PST
9:00:00 PM CST
10:00:00 PM EST
•

I,)

Dl-AL IN NUMBER: 1-415-321-2000
:;)'1 •.; '..
ACCESS CODE: 2529858

Agenda:
1. Review, discussion and adoption of the AMT Election Plan Implementation
(detailed below) .

.

Agenda

\

AMT Election Convention: Subject to agreement with the ISNA Board, this convention
. \ could be held during the ISNA Convention with or without a formal affiliation with the
ISNA Convention.
2.

3. Expand AMT to include

. : c· . _ . Muslim
..

/
'I';

',/

r'

- .
•

women's organizations
American Muslim Society / Council for Good Government
Latino, Bosnian, Chinese Muslim Groups.

I

4. Date and time for the next teleconference. Also date, time and place for the next face-to-

'.:' . face, meeting.
AMT fEJection Plan Implementation

Schedule:

3/31/04: Set up a high profile Presidential Contact Committee (PCC) with the express and
_"exclusivetask of opening dialogue with Kerry, Bush, Nader (Independent), Camejo (Green),
and Nolan (Libertarian). Among other things, use support from other three parties to
access and open dialogue with Kerry and Bush. PCC should be authorized to involve small,
unaffiliated, community groups in fundraising for one or more candidates to engage them
:;in meaningful dialogue.

3/3112004
I.

Page 2 of2

3/31/04: Set up another, separate, 'Key States Strategy Committee' to organize Muslim
voters to playa noticeable role in the key states of Ohio, Michigan, Florida, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Wisconsin, New York and California.
-

00

4l04: Make arrangements to appear before and make presentations to the platform
committees of Democratic, Republican, Green and Libertarian Parties.
5/04 - 8/04: Hold hospitality suites at Democratic, Republican, Green and Libertarian
Party Conventions.
9/04: Hold AMT Election Convention during the ISNA Convention. Bring together all
relevant American Muslim groups to build a genuine national consensus. INVITE ALL
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES TO SPEAK AT THIS CONVENTION.
9 /04: Hold a month-long AMT-Sponsored US-wide voter registration, education and
mobilization drive; set-up Get-Out-To-Vote Committees in relevant district of key states.
10/04: Hold an AMT meeting to decide: a) Whether or not to endorse any presidential
candidates; and b) to endorse friendly congressional, senatorial and gubernatorial
candidates
from all parties. [Alternately, this meeting could be combined with the AMT
1. ,1
~o.nvention in September].
0

It

4/04 - 12/04: Issue an AMT Election Advisory to the community at least once a month.
-End-

,

,,
,-,

"

3/31/2004

AMT Teleconference:
Wednesday, March

31-

10: 00

PM EST

Dear All,
By now many folks have confirmed their availability for AMT Teleconference on
Wed., March 31, therefore, unless I hear from the rest of you otherwise, I WILL
set up a teleconference for Wed., March 31 at 10: 00 PM EST.
Here is the agenda for your perusal and approval.
1.

Review, discussion and adoption of the AMT Election Plan
Implementation Agenda (detailed below).

2. AMT Election Convention: Subject to agreement with the ISNA Board, this
convention could be held during the ISNA Convention with or without a
formal affiliation with the ISNA Convention.
3.
, l

,.
\

Expand AMT to include
Muslim women's organizations
American Muslim Society / Council for Good Government
Latino, Bosnian, Chinese Muslim Groups.

4. Date and time for the next teleconference. Also date, time and place for the
next face-to-face meeting.
AMT Election Plan Implementation

Schedule:

3/31/04: Set up a high profile Presidential Contact Committee (PCC) with
the express and exclusive task of opening dialogue with Kerry, Bush, Nader
(Independent), Camejo (Green), and Nolan (Libertarian). Among other
things, use support from other three parties to access and open dialogue with
Kerry and Bush. PCC should be authorized to involve small, unaffiliated,
community groups in fundraising for one or more candidates to engage them
in meaningful dialogue.
3/31/04: Set up another, separate, 'Key States Strategy Committee' to
organize Muslim voters to playa noticeable role in the key states of Ohio,
Michigan, Florida, Pennsylvania, Texas, Wisconsin, New York and California.
4 /04: Make arrangements to appear before and make presentations to the
platform committees of Democratic, Republican, Green and Libertarian
Parties.
5/04 - 8/04: Hold hospitality suites at Democratic, Republican, Green and
Libertarian Party Conventions.

9/04: Hold AMT Election Convention during the ISNA Convention. Bring
together all relevant American Muslim groups to build a genuine national
consensus. INVITE ALL PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES TO SPEAK AT
THIS CONVENTION.
9 /04: Hold a month-long AMT-Sponsored US-wide voter registration,
education and mobilization drive; set-up Get-Out-To-Vote Committees in
relevant district of key states.
10/04: Hold an AMT meeting to decide: a) Whether or not to endorse any
presidential candidates; and b) to endorse friendly congressional, senatorial
and gubernatorial candidates from all parties. [Alternately, this meeting could
be combined with the AMT Convention in September].
4/04 - 12/04: Issue an AMT Election Advisory to the community at least
once a month.
-End-
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AMT Presidential Outreach Committee
Sunday, April 25, 2004
Conference Call
Minutes
Participants
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dr. Yahya Basha (point person)
Mr. Nihad Awad
Mr. Maad Abu-Ghazlah
Dr. Agha Saeed

Absent
Mr. Medhi Bray
Mr. N ajeeali

Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define outreach strategy
Assign individuals to Contact Presidential Candidates
Assign individuals to open dialogue with DNC and RNC
Open

Decisions
1. Postpone the May 1 meeting with Ralph Nader so that more members can
attend.
2. Continue flexible, multi-channel approach to contacting the main
candidates with the final goal of instituting direct contact and line of
communication.
3. Stay in contact with all groups and activists working through ethnic-based
coalitions.
4. Br. Maad to send a letter to the RNC and DNC requesting formal
participation in the platform committee.
5. Schedule a general meeting in mid-May to assess our progress as an
organization.
Next Teleconference: Thursday, May 6,2004 at 10: 00 PM EST.

-End-
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Nihad Awad
From:
To:
Sent:
Attach:
Subject:

<maad4congress@aol.com>
<T askforce2004@yahoogroups.com>
Monday, April 26, 2004 4:29 AM
MinutesPOC 040425.doc
[Taskforce2004] Presidential Outreach Committee meeting minutes

Minutes are below and attached:
======================================
AMT Presidential Outreach Committee
Sunday, April 25, 2004
Conference Call
Minutes
Participants
1. Dr. Yahya Basha (point person)
2. Mr. Nihad Awad
3. Mr. Maad Abu-Ghazlah
4. Dr. Agha Saeed
Absent
Mr. Medhi Bray
Mr. Najeeali
Agenda
1. Define outreach strategy
2. Assign individuals to Contact Presidential Candidates
3. Assign individuals to open dialogue with DNC and RNC
4. Open
Decisions
1. Postpone the May 1 meeting with Ralph Nader so that more members can attend.
2. Continue flexible, multi-channel approach to contacting the main candidates with the final goal of instituting
direct contact and line of communication.
3. Stay in contact with all groups and activists working through ethnic-based coalitions.
4. Br. Maad to send a letter to the RNC and DNC requesting formal participation in the platform committee.
5. Schedule a general meeting in mid-May to assess our progress as an organization.
Next Teleconference:

Thursday, May 6 , 2004 at 10: 00 PM EST.

-End-

Yahoo!

Groups

Links

• To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Taskforce2004/
• To unsubscribe
from this group, send an email
Taskforce2004-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
• Your use of Yahoo!

Groups

is subject

to:

to the Yahoo!

Terms

of Service.
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American Muslim Taskforce on Civil Rights
and Elections 2004

2004 Election Plan
AMl defines objectives, issues, strategies; sets forth a bottom-up, communitybase, decision-making process
The Arnrrican Muslim Taskforce on Civil Rights and Elections (AMT), an umbrella organization representing
American Muslim Alliance (AMA), Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), Islamic Circle of North America
(ICNA), Is.larnic Society of North America (ISNA), Muslim Alliance of North America (MANA), Muslim American
Society (MAS), Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC), Muslim Student Association - National (MSA-N), and Project
Islamic Hope (PIH), has issued the following Election Plan for the empowerment of the American Muslim
community and for the protection of its rights and liberties.

AMT 2004 Election Plan
The AMT 2004 Election Plan consists of eight (7) key elements: 1) objectives, 2) issues, 3) strategy, 4)
community education and mobilization, 5) criteria-based feedback from the community 6) community-based
decision-making process, and 7) tasks for individuals and organizations during [an-Nov, 2004.

Objectives
Our four main objectives are to: 1) become full partners in the development and prosperity of our homeland, the
United States, 2) defend civil and human rights of all, 3) mainstream the American Muslim community, and 4)
develop alliances with like-minded fellow Americans on a wide variety of social, political, economic and moral
issues.

Issues
In 2004 Election we will focus our efforts on a "Civil Rights Plus" agenda. By this we mean that 'the civil rights
for all' is the main issue but not the only issue. We remain equally committed to education, homelessness,
economic recovery, environmental and ecological safety, electoral reform, crime, and global peace and justice.
Our 'civil rights plus agenda' is broadly organized under three categories: a) civil and human rights, b) domestic
issues of public good and general welfare, c) global peace with justice, prevention of war, and US relations with
the Muslim world.

Strategy
Our overall strategy is premised on the belief that "Our vote is the best guarantee of our civil rights and the best
expression of our citizenship". The AMT will organize strategic mobilization of the American Muslim voters at
local, state and federal levels, with primary focus on key states and key races.

Voter Registration and Voter Education
Viewing elections as an opportunity for both self-empowerment and direct participation in discussions about all
issues including America's sense of direction and destiny, the AMT shall expend its maximum energy in educating,
organizing and mobilizing the American Muslim voters.

Criteria-based feedback from the Community
The AMT has set up a system to get the American Muslim voters to provide feedback about candidates on the
basis of the following criteria:
1. Position on Civil Rights and other key issues detailed above
2. Performance Record
3. Inclusiveness

Community-Based Decision Making Process
1. Community Input - Each participating organization will be obliged to make a good faith effort to reach
out to its own members to ensure their participation in the decision making process. Organizations will
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be free to seek such participation and policy input through opinion polls, questionnaires, community forums,
town hall meetings, e-groups and other similar means. Each organization shall make a good faith effort to
enable each of its members to have an equal say in the decision making process.
2.

Organizational Input - The Taskforce shall make good faith effort to ensure that each
member organization will receive equal consideration during the decision-making
process.

3. AMT Questionnaire for Presidential Candidates: The AMT will send a questionnaire to
all presidential candidates to ascertain their position on issues of importance to Muslim
Americans. The AMT will also ask each candidate for an exclusive meeting.
4.

Candidate Research and Scorecard: In addition to the above questionnaire the AMT
shall research presidential candidates and issue a scorecard to enable community
members to make informed judgments about various candidates.

Tasks for individuals and organizations
We ask all community members and organizations to fulfill their obligations as informed voters and responsible
citizens during this election year. Here is a list of tasks that your may want to perform individually and / or
collectively:
1. Register to vote
2. Register others to vote
3. Work in an election campaign of your choice - inform the campaign about your and your community's
concerns; inform the community about the campaign.
4. Attend town hall meetings - engage the candidate in a meaningful discussion of the 'Civil Rights Plus
Agenda'.
5. Set up a civic education program to educate your community about the American Political System.
6. Organize a candidates' forum and enable your community to have a direct dialogue with the candidate.
(Identify and engage at least one elected official in issue to concern to yourself and your community.)
7. Organize absentee ballots for the least likely-to-vote sections of the community.
8. Research and compare candidates from your district and issue scorecards for the convenience of your
community.
9. Organize a get-out-to-vote team in your district / neighborhood.
10. Inform community members of important meetings and events.
11. Build local coalitions with like-minded individuals and organizations to promote the 'Civil Rights Plus
Agenda'.
12. Maintain effective and visible presence in all local forums.

Regular Updates and Action Advisory:
Hereafter, the AMT will be issuing regular updates, scorecards and action advisories which will be posted on its
website www.AmericanMuslimVoter.Net
as well as those of the member organizations.
The American Muslim Taskforce on Civil Rights and Elections (AMT) ISan umbrella organization representing American fYluslimAlliance (AMA),
Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA), Islamic Society of North America (ISNA), Muslim Alliance of North
America (JV1ANA),JV1uslimAmerican SOCiety(MAS), Muslim Public Affairs Council (JV1PAC),Muslim Student Association - National (MSA-N), and Project
Islamic Hope (PIH). The objective of AMT IS to protect civil and human rights and to encourage American f'.1uslimsto be part of the mainstream
American politics. For more Information, please contact:

39675 Cedar Boulevard, Freemont, CA 94560
Phone' 1 510-252-9858, Fax: 1-510-252-9863

1.

Email: Info@americanmuslimvoter.net,

Website: www.americanmuslimvoter.net
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